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Summary -- 
Particle accelerator safety problems are pri- 

marily those of activation and shielding. The phe- 
nomena of activations from various nuclear partic- 
les and from photons is relatively well known. Use 
of low activation materials at exposed locations 
and of adequate shielding at all locations is bas- 
ic to the art of constructing an accelerator fac- 
ility that will be safe in operation and require 
minimum cooling time. Side effects must also be 
considered relative to safety. These may include 
fire,heat,noxious gas,electricity and possibly 
sound,eacll of which may prove hazardous to person- 
nel and may interfere with successful experimenta- 
tion. The know-how and the materials existing to- 
day make possible tne design and construction of 
large and small particle accelerators of various 
types tnat are radiologically safe both in operat- 
ion and after shutdown. Good design and construct- 
ion,followed by routine safety procedures associa- 
ted with such facilities,will accomplish this ob- 
jective. 

Each type of the more common particle accel- 
erators inherently has different potential hazards 
that are characteristic of individual design, but 
in general, the primary hazards are common to all. 
Because these machines,with the exception of the 
electron microscope,are all well described in Vol- 
ume I of the Engineering Compendium of Radiation 
Shieldingl, it is appropriate to proceed directly 
to a discussion of the hazards involved. 

Radiation is the principle potential hazard 
of particle accelerators.This radiation hazard may 
be controlled by adequately shielding both the 
accelerator and the surrounding experimental areas. 
Radiation hazards are further controlled by radia- 
tion detectors,warning devices,and automatic shut- 
down of facility'. 

I!adiation hazards originate from the machine 
beam and from activation of materials. Design of 
particle accelerators must include shieldFng,ade- 
quate for attenuation of all hazardous radiations 
at all locations.Radiation source points and reg- 
ions include:targets,slits and collimators, walls 
of vacuum cnambers at all magnents,materials in 
which particles or photons are absorbed,and any air 
path tnrouen which ionizing radiation passes. Each 
occupied area must be s$ielded effectively from all 
radiation source points . 

Residual radioactivity from spallation energy 
nucleons can be a major hazard. Lining target are- 
as with boron loaded carbon,marble or limestone(fr- 
ee of inpurities)or with a pure high calcium mort- 
ar 4 are practices employed to lessen the hazard 
and shorten the cooling time. 

Skyshine is a hazard with small accelerators 
where only shadow shields are used, or with large 
machines where an earth cover is used. The latter 
may be far less efficient in dry weather than when 
the soil has a high moisture content. 

Radiation also produces many indirect hazards. 

These include damage to:access door interlock 
switch,personel safety-off switch,flashina,warn- 
inp, lights within the vault.fire detectors,elecc 
rical interlock switches on high voltape equip- 
ment tnat is a part of the installation,ozone mon- 
itors, and residual radioactivity monitors.Elec- 
trical safety devices should be shielded from 
direct radiation where ever this is possible.tlaz 
ards to personel will arise if accumulated rad- 
iation damage makes these safety devices inoper- 
able through internal failure not detectable by 
casual inspection. These may result from either 
radiation induced by electrical insulation or me- 
chanical failures,or by paralysis of sensitive 
electronic circuits in a radiation field5.Relative 
to these hazards, it should be noted that plastics 
are sensitive to damage by radiation,while cera- 
mics materials are not. 

Additional hazards created by radiation eff- 
ects include generated heat,noxious gas product- 
ion,electricity and sound.Because each of these 
hazards may result from other than radiation eff- 
ects, they will be discussed separately. 

Fires,causing extensive monetary loss and 
serious delays to important research projects, 
have occured in accelerators for various reasons. 
For instance,before freon was substituted for air 
in Van de Graafs,and water foreoil in cyclotrons, 
each type of machine had fires . 

Heat is generated to some degree by all nuc- 
lear radiations. For example, assuming that 
Feather's rule gives the range of an electron of 
energy3T (f?eV),the approximate power dissipated 
per cm in a slab of material thick enough to 
stop the electrons is given by: 

Power dissipated/cm3 = -----t@--(kW/cm3) 
0.542'~0.13 

In this expression i is the beam current density 
in mA/cm2, 
grams/cm3, 

p the density of the material in 
and AT is the energy loss (?leV) of the 

electrons by ionization in the materia17. 
Irradiated material may be a fire hazard as 

a result of several effects:hieh rate of internal 
thermal input,radiation catalysis of exothermic 
chemical reactions,and initiation of explosive re- 
actions in volatile vapors through electrical, 
breakdown and sparking. Some of these situations 
can be latent,and thus are a more serious hazard. 
Volatile organic materials(irradiated)are a part- 
icular hazard,as their vapors may produce an ex- 
plosive mixture that may be ignited by ever pre- 
sent sparks. These vapors also may be toxic.Ther- 
ma1 expansion effects of tightly sealed irradiatai 
samples may cause explosion and fire. 

An example of efforts currently being made tn 
avoid fire hazards is the recent commercializa- 
tion8 of a shielding material,containing lead and 
carbon,with a hydrogen atoms content of plus 
5x1022 cm3.This material is inorganically bonded 
and is not subject to the fire hazard problems of 
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most organic materials. 
Radioactive gases and toxic gases are react- 

f;: ;:,o;~~~~ ni o~~T,a~~~:'~~do~~~:;y:pl;~fea~~~no;f 

which are radioactive. They have thresholds of 
15.6 and 10.5 MeV,respectively,and both are posi- 

;;;"l? 
mitters,150 with a half life of 2.05 minutes, 
N with a half life of 10 minutes9. Positron 

energies are 1.68 MeV for 150 and 1.2 MeV for 13ii. 
Irradiation of air produces 03,NO,N02,N03,N20,N203, 
~~~,$~5,,HNO2 and HN03, with 03 as the most 

iqitrogen dioxide and ozone both have 
maximum permissable allowable concentrations 11. 
Other gases, radioactive or toxic or both,are pro- 
duced from the irradiation of various materials 
other than air, and consideration should always be 
accorded to this possibility. Ventilation of acc- 
elerator facilities and air monitoring are import- 
ant hazard controls. 

Electricity is always a potential hazard. 
Accelerators are particularly vulnerable in this 
respect.In addition to obvious hazards common to 
all electrical circuits,additional electrical haz- 
ards from nuclear radiation effects should be con- 
sidered. For example, dangerous high voltage char- 
ges during operation may build up on leaded glass 
windows,target material or other matter, if ade- 
quate preventative measures are not taken to 
ground these areas. 

Sound presently is not a hazard,but as accel- 
erators become more powerful,it is possible that 
new conditions may be created that could produce 
unexpectedly a serious accoustic hazard. 

Particle accelerators are of many sizes and 
of many design types.Each has certain hazards of 
different degree,but in general,except for very 
small machines,the hazards cited are inherent to 
all accelerators,and need to be controlled by 
safe design,Rood construction and ultra safe op- 
eration. Finally,one must always be aware and 
cautious that in removing one type of bazard,an 
unexpected or unrecognized secondary effect does 
not produce an equally dangerous hazard of another 
we. Fortunately,elimination of these hazards is 
the common objectives of all personnel responsible 
for any asnect of these facilities. 

Four important additional references were 
noted after the completion of this paper.Because 
of the potential usefulness of these references to 
many readers,they are included without speiific 
comment at the end of the references cited . 
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